Impact of the tumor microenvironment on host infiltrating cells and the efficacy of flt3-ligand combination immunotherapy evaluated in a treatment model of mouse prostate cancer.
We have previously reported that Fms-like tyrosine kinase-3 ligand (flt3-L) induced tumor stabilization and regression of palpable ectopic prostate tumors (TRAMP-C1). Although some mice remained "tumor free" for several months following termination of therapy, tumors invariably reappeared and grew progressively in all animals. The lack of a curative response suggests that TRAMP-C1 tumors may inhibit the development of a flt3-L-induced anti-tumor immune response. Consistent with this view, we demonstrate herein that TRAMP-C1 tumors isolated from flt3-L treated animals contained a marked dendritic cell (DC) infiltrate that was temporally correlated with tumor regression. However, tumor-associated DCs, especially in a flt3-L setting, progressively lost MHC class II antigen expression during tumor growth. Treatment with the DC maturation factor trimeric CD40 ligand (CD40-L) either alone or in combination with fl3-L neither prevented loss of DC class II antigens nor disease relapse. Because loss of class II antigens would prevent CD4+ helper T (Th) cell development, we treated tumor-bearing mice with agonistic anti-4-1BB antibody (Ab), which can promote cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) development independent of Th cell function. However, anti-4-1BB Ab alone did not alter TRAMP-C1 growth kinetics, and, when used in combination, was no more effective than flt3-L alone. The inability of the 4-1BB co-stimulatory signal to promote tumor regression may have been related to two additional features of TRAMP-C1 tumors. First, tumor-associated T cells, but not splenic T cells from tumor-bearing animals, were profoundly deficient in expression of CD3-epsilon (CD3epsilon) and T cell receptor-beta chain (TCRbeta). Second, CTLs required 24 h to efficiently kill TRAMP-C1 target cells even after up-regulation of MHC class I antigens by interferon-gamma. This rate of tumor cell destruction by CTLs may not be sufficient to prevent tumor progression. Taken together, these data reveal several important immunosuppressive characteristics of the prostate tumor microenvironment (TME) that immunotherapeutic interventions must first overcome to achieve longterm cures. These data also highlight the importance of utilizing treatment versus vaccination models in the evaluation of immunotherapeutic modalities.